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INDOOR

Innovative, robust and stylish 
waste collection systems

The Bica series stands for sleek, functional waste bins made of high- 
quality powder-coated steel. Whether you opt for a solution for one  
waste stream or a system with several fractions; the waste bins can be 
excellently combined and expanded into a complete waste separation 
station. The sturdy door with soft-close magnetic closure and the  
integrated waste bag holder ensure that the waste bin can be easily  
emptied and the waste bag can be changed quickly.

• Stylish design and great variety in capacity
• Front door to avoid heavy lifting
• Equipped with integrated wheels or adjustable legs
• Infinite expandability and personalization
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OUTDOOR

Discover at  www.vepabins.nl 

the extensive Bica collection and options 
for both indoor and outdoor.

Robust large capacity waste containers for  
outdoor use made of high-quality galvanized 
steel and stainless steel frame. Provided with a 
large opening at the front. The sturdy door with 
lock and the waste bag holder ensure that the 
waste bin can be easily emptied and the waste 
bag can be changed quickly. Can be expanded 
and / or combined for waste separation.
Ground anchoring possible.
Available in 100, 2x100 or 3x100 liters.

Elegant round waste bins for outdoor use made 
of high-quality galvanized steel. Equipped with 
a large insertion opening. The sturdy door with 
lock and the pull-out waste bag holder ring 
ensure that the waste bin can be easily emptied 
and the waste bag can be changed quickly.
Ground anchoring possible.
Available in 75, 95 or 125 liters.


